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Dear Nevada Rainbow families and friends, 
 
The Grand Executive Board has made the difficult decision to hold Grand Assembly 2021 
virtually on June 19 and 20, 2021.   
 
The safety of our members, adults and guests is our primary concern.  While our state and our 
nation appear to be experiencing downward trends in COVID-19 positivity and hospitalizations, 
we know from experience that those trends can change - and those trends can change quickly. 
We would prefer to be conservative this year, meeting virtually, rather than to potentially expose 
someone at our Grand Assembly Sessions to COVID-19. 
 
Additionally, we want to allow our Grand Officers and our Grand Assembly Committee to plan 
one Grand Assembly.  While we appreciate the hard work and enthusiasm of our girls and 
adults in 2020 when we planned multiple options for Nevada Grand Assembly (and Supreme 
Assembly), we want to focus on one event this year, in one format. 
 
GWA Ari and her Grand Officers are already preparing for Grand Assembly and those plans can 
and will be included in our virtual event. And, our Grand Assembly Committee is ready to get 
started planning the best virtual Grand Assembly in the history of virtual Grand Assemblies, 
building on the experiences of the past year.  
 
Please mark your calendars now and plan to join us for our “Enchanted Fairy Garden” Sessions 
of Nevada Grand Assembly and watch our NV IORG website for more information regarding 
Grand Assembly registration.  
 
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, please continue the 3 W's - wear a mask, wash your 
hands, and watch your distance.   
 
Forever Faithful, 
 
Mrs. Haartz and the members of the Grand Executive Board 
 
Distribution: NV Grand Officer; Grand Deputies/Directors; GEB; Grand Master; WGM/WGP 
NOTE: PR Team and Webmaster: please post to the appropriate areas you manage. 
 
 



 
 
 


